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Motivation: 2015
How might we improve TBFM utility during convective weather? 
• Assumption: 
TBFM coordination of arrivals across flows could improve utilization of available 
capacity.
• Problem: 
TBFM operations are difficult to sustain during convective weather because:
– Reduced capacity airspace can be overwhelmed by incoming traffic
– Weather avoidance maneuvers make schedule conformance difficult
– Taskload for TBFM rescheduling (e.g., after reroutes or gate reassignments) can be prohibitive
• Proposed solution: 
– Use “upstream” conditioning to regulate incoming demand
– Use extended metering to break up the TBFM scheduling region(s), resulting in regular 
automatic rescheduling
• Questions:
– What capabilities and methods are available for upstream conditioning?
– What earlier work has been done?
– Is this a problem that concerns our stakeholders? 
– Would it help in NEC?
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I. IDM CONCEPT
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Integrated Demand Management (IDM)
IDM improves arrival operations through coordinated use of two NextGen Systems: 
1. The Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS) generates the initial “strategic” plan, then
2. Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM) “tactically” schedules traffic as it nears the destination
User Benefits: Predictability, stability and flexibility of flight schedules and trajectories
System Benefits: Effective, efficient and equitable use of NAS resources
TBFMTFMS/CTOP
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IDM in a nutshell
• Problem:
– TBFM builds its arrival schedules for a given airport when most of the 
inbound traffic is already airborne. 
– Scheduling departures from close-in airports is difficult when arrival 
flow is saturated, and can result in large last-minute ground delays.
• Solution: 
– TFMS provides rough strategic schedule for all arrival traffic using 
EDCTs and routes 
– TBFM provides final arrival schedules for “preconditioned” flows.
 Therefore preconditioned traffic flows include slots (i.e., slack 
capacity) for each close-in departure, and TBFM departure delays are 
minimized.
IDM basic scenario #1: Airport Capacity
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Solution:
• CTOP: uses FCA at airport to “strategically” 
precondition all arrivals using EDCTs.* 
• TBFM: Extended and arrival metering provide 
“tactical” scheduling ~90 minutes before arrival. Extended 
metering
Arrival 
metering
FCA at Airport
Problem #1: 
• New York airport (e.g., EWR) experiences heavy arrival demand for extended periods 
• Close-in departures can experience excessive and unpredictable ground delay
• Airport is critical bottleneck. Cornerpost capacity is not a factor
*NOTE: this is comparable to using a Ground Delay Program (GDP)
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IDM basic scenario #2: Airport and Gate Capacity 
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Solution:
• CTOP: use multiple FCAs to “strategically” 
precondition demand using EDCTs and routes 
from user-submitted Trajectory Option Sets (TOS).
• TBFM: Extended and arrival metering provide 
“tactical” scheduling ~90 minutes before arrival. 
Extended 
metering
Arrival 
metering
Problem #2:
• New York airport (e.g., EWR) experiences heavy arrival demand for extended periods 
• Close-in departures can experience excessive and unpredictable ground delay
• Airport is critical bottleneck…
3 co-located 
FCAs 
Sample trajectory option set (TOS) for DEN-EWR flight:
Callsign FCA Option # Flight Plan
UAL507 WEST 1 KDEN./.ZIRKL..MCK..LNK..DSM..EVOTE..NELLS..KEEHO.J584.SLT.FQM3.KEWR
UAL507 SOUTH 2 KDEN./.PYPER..GCK..PER..RZC..ARG.J46.BNA.J42.GVE.PHLBO3.KEWR
UAL507 NORTH 3 KDEN./.TAYOT..FSD..DAYYY..RUBKI..SIKBO..TULEG..HNK.FLOSI3.KEWR
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IDM Operations: CTOP Plan Development
Airline A, a non-participating airline, 
submits flight plans for San Francisco 
and Portland flights. 
Command Center
Command Center and airline operators 
discuss situation, and agree to run CTOP 
with fix balancing for NY airport.  
Airline B
Airline A
1
2
3
SFO
PDX
SEA
Initial arrival sequence
Airline B, a participating airline, 
submits a trajectory options set 
for Seattle flight.
Collaborative Trajectory Options Program (CTOP)
----------------- ---------------
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IDM Operations: CTOP Initiation
1
3
2
CTOP routes and departure times 
are assigned for each flight.  
Command Center
Airline B
Airline A
CTOP
SFO
PDX
SEA
Command Center and airline operators 
discuss situation, and agree to run CTOP 
with fix balancing for NY airport.  
Airline A, a non-participating airline, 
submits flight plans for San Francisco 
and Portland flights. 
Airline B, a participating airline, 
submits a trajectory options set 
for Seattle flight.
Note changed sequence
Collaborative Trajectory Options Program (CTOP)
NO
RT
H 
GA
TE
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TBFM freeze horizon
TBFM meter fixes
After flights cross the TBFM freeze horizon, 
en route facilities use TBFM schedules to 
coordinate traffic delivery to the TRACON.  
1
2
IDM Operations: Tactical Arrival Management
Air Route Traffic Control Centers
3
Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM)
11
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II. IDM RESEARCH FROM 2015-PRESENT
12
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“Stakeholder-Centric” Development
Approach: 
Worked with SMEs and stakeholders to 
frame the problem and develop a solution 
that will be prototyped, refined and evaluated 
in a simulated operational environment. Scope problem 
• Identify problem 
• establish requirements 
• develop use case 
• propose solution 
Need and 
constraints? 
Proposal 
satisfactory? 
STAKEHOLDERS 
FAA and users 
Meets objectives? 
Evaluate 
On 
track? 
Tech 
transfer 
Conduct human-in-the-loop and fast-
time studies to assess progress and 
demonstrate feasibility and benefits. 
Build solution 
• concept of operations 
• decisions support tools 
• Procedures and methods 
13
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2015 Activities
Motivation: Find a way to improve TBFM utility during convective weather 
• Stakeholder outreach: 
– Meetings with TFMS leads and Deployment Team
– Attended CDM Spring Meeting and requested FET involvement
• Developed initial concept, referencing:
– Pat Somersall’s “TBFM Flow Program” (TFP) idea for using AFPs to manage EWR 
demand into TBFM
– FET and MITRE ideas for using RTA clearances with TBFM
• Began building simulation “concept prototype”: 
– NASA emulation of CTOP for preconditioning component, based on Mark 
Novak’s suggestion, and
– Use Newark “clear weather” problem as precursor to convective weather 
14
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2016: “Clear weather” concept is developed and tested 
• Stakeholder Events 
– Meetings, HITL demonstrations and workshops with FAA’s TFMS 
Deployment Team, AJV-7, CDM Flow Evaluation Team (FET), and others. 
• Key Experiment
– Human-in-the-loop (HITL) evaluation of initial “clear weather” concept of 
operations for EWR arrivals
• Questions:
– Does TFMS conditioning reduce TBFM ground delays?
– Is RTA control of TBFM entry times needed for satisfactory performance? 
– How precise must preconditioning be to achieve desired outcomes?
15
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2016 Simulation: Evaluation of Initial “Clear Weather” Concept
• Initial “Clear weather” concept:
1) Use CTOP with a single FCA located at the TRACON boundary to precondition traffic into 
TBFM Extended Metering (XM) region
2) Non-exempt flights receive EDCTs, and upon reaching top of climb, RTA clearances to XM 
freeze horizon
• Scenario:
– 4 hour EWR arrival scenario 
– AAR 44, demand ~52 flights/hour
• 3 test conditions:
– Baseline: MIT into TBFM
– IDM with EDCT only
– IDM with EDCT+RTA clearances
• Metrics:
₋ TBFM and TFMS Ground Delay
₋ TBFM Airborne Delay
₋ Throughput
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2016 Findings
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Baseline, Checkbox OFF 
Runway Crossing Order
Condition Mean (4 hours)
Baseline (Checkbox OFF) 44.25
IDM (EDCT Only) 44
IDM (EDCT+RTA) 43.5
Results (1): TBFM and TFMS Ground Delay for “Internal Departures”
Results (2): Runway Throughput
Conclusions:
– Initial IDM for simple arrival management problem worked as intended
– RTAs do not appear to be needed for satisfactory outcome
FET Feedback: 
– looks promising – double penalty gone, predictability improved
– surprised that RTA doesn’t have much effect
– think it would be great - as long as “everyone plays”
• 
• 
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2017: Convective Weather concept developed & tested
• Stakeholder Events: 
– Meetings with FAA at Ames and at Command Center; FET meeting at American 
Airlines facility in Fort Worth
– AJV-7 tasks MITRE to explore TFMS-TBFM integration/NASA clear weather concept, 
followed by series of NASA-MITRE-FAA TEMs
• Questions:
– How do the FBA advisories compare to a manual determination of capacity settings? 
– How well does TBFM with tactical reroutes and gate reassignments due to weather?
– What if only some airlines are submitting trajectory option sets (TOSs)?
• HITL Simulations:
– Comparison of different FCA capacity allocation methods for IDM
– Exploratory long runs with weather forecast errors
– Impact of Varying “TOS Participation” Levels
CTOP TOS capability, “FCA balancing” algorithm (FBA) for capacity allocation, and EWR 
weather scenarios were added to support weather concept development and testing  
18
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2017 HITL: Impact of Varying “TOS Participation” Levels
• Research Question
– What happens at different Trajectory Option Set (TOS) submission levels? 
• Problem: 
– Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR) arrival demand exceeds target capacity
– En route weather limits west flow capacity
• Conditions: 
– TOS levels: 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% 
participation
• Metrics: 
– Arrival throughput, ground delay 
• Scenario Characteristics:
– Target arrival rate is 44 flights/hour
– Demand ~52 flights/hour for 4 hours 
– Heaviest flows from the West and South
– West gate is limited to 12 flights/hour
– North and south share remaining 32 slots
19
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August 2017 EWR Simulation: Results*
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PERCENTAGE OF FLIGHTS SUBMITTING TRAJECTORY OPTION SETS
N     S      WN   S     W N    S    W N   S     W N    S     W
Total: 89.6 hrs Total: 61.9 hrs Total: 47.2 hrs Total: 45.1 hrs Total: 46.9 hrs
Arrival rate: 42.1 Arrival rate: 43.3 Arrival rate: 44.2 Arrival rate: 44.8 Arrival rate: 44.3
Off-loading traffic from the west flow substantially reduced ground delay for arrivals from the west, 
and met target landing rate, when 50% or more flights submitted trajectory option sets.
* Hyo-Sang Yoo, C. Brasil, N. Buckley, G. Hodell, S. Kalush, P. U. Lee, N. M. Smith (2018). "Impact of Different Trajectory Option Set 
Participation Levels within an Air Traffic Management Collaborative Trajectory Option Program." In 18th AIAA Aviation Technology, 
Integration, and Operations Conference..
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2018: Focus on Stakeholder Concerns and Interests
• Stakeholder Events: 
– Regular meetings with FAA, including TFMS Deployment Team visit
– HITL Simulation with FET of IDM for LaGuardia Airport
– AJV/MITRE meetings with FET regarding possible field trial
• Questions:
– What happens when not all airlines submit TOSs? 
– Who benefits, and is anyone worse off? 
• Key Simulation:
– LaGuardia HITL with FET that varies “TOS Participating” carriers
21
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2018 FET HITL that varies TOS-participating operators (LGA)
• Flight distribution by airline:
– Delta:  78 flights (53%)
– American:  34 flights (25%)
– JetBlue:  3 flights (3%)
– Southwest:  10 flights (7%)
– United:  4 flights (5%)
– Others:  11 flights (9%)
• Other scenario features:
– Called rate is 36 flights/hour
– demand 40-43 flights/hour 
– Heaviest from South, then West.
– West gate limited to 4 flights/hour
– North and South share remaining slots
• Research Questions
– What happens when different airlines submit Trajectory Option Set (TOS)? 
– Who benefits more: TOS submitting airlines? Or non-submitting airlines?
• Metrics: Ground delay, flight time change, number of TOS-reroutes, throughput
• Conditions: FET decides which airlines are “TOS-participating”
,, 
,, 
,, 
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2018 HITL with FET:  What We Did
• Airline representatives from United, Delta, American, Southwest and FedEx 
were asked to role-play in LaGuardia Airport (LGA) simulation similar to 
August 2017 experiment
• Series of runs were completed with different airlines submitting trajectory 
option sets, including:
– All airlines submit trajectory options sets
– No airlines submit trajectory options sets
– Subset of airlines – United, Delta, American, Southwest and/or JetBlue – submit 
trajectory options sets
• After each run, output showing airline-specific impact was provided to 
participants 
• Operators described implications for their company operations
23
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2018 HITL:  No-TOS vs. All TOS comparison
Average Arrival Rate: 36
Total flight count: 185
Eligible flights only: 142
  Total Ground Delay: 2674 min 44.6 hours
TOS-rerouted flights: 23
  Flight Time increase: 298 min 5.0 hours
  Ground Delay reduction: 717 min 11.9 hours
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Run 1: ALL airlines are TOS Capable (Preliminary Run, 3/14/2018)
ALL AIRLINES
DAL
AAL
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SWA
UAL
Other
Average Arrival Rate: 33
Total flight count: 185
Eligible flights only: 142
  Total Ground Delay: 7110 min 118.5 hours
TOS-rerouted flights: 0
  Flight Time increase: 0 min 0.0 hours
  Ground Delay reduction: 0 min 0.0 hours
Run 2: NO Airlines are TOS Capable (Preliminary Run, 3/14/2018)
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Run 2. All Flights Submit Trajectory Options Sets
Throughput: 36 flights/hour
Ground Delay (total): 44.6 hours
TOS-reroutes: 23 flights
Added flight time (total): 5.0 hours
Throughput: 33 flights/hour
Ground Delay (total): 118.5 hours
Average Arrival Rate: 36
Total flight count: 185
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  Flight Time increase: 298 min 5.0 hours
  Ground Delay reduction: 717 min 11.9 hours
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2018 HITL:  Delta and American, three different conditions
Total Ground Delay: 17.1 hrs Total Ground Delay: 16.6 hrsRun 3: Only Delta 
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Options Sets
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2018 HITL with FET: Conclusions
• Bottom Line:
– Both the participating and non-participating airlines benefited when TOSs 
were submitted during a CTOP 
– Participating airlines benefited most
– The improvement seen by participants was greatest when overall 
participation was lower
• Additional Thoughts:
– Addressed key concerns for stakeholders on the cost and benefits of 
early adoption - has been a key implementation barrier
– LGA problem struck home for FET: role-playing seemed crucial to impact. 
– Advantages of concept and CTOP itself were immediately apparent.
– Our study used pre-scripted TOSs that included feasible routes for each 
gate a flight might use. 
– General consensus: everyone was happy when role-playing ‘early 
adopters’ to see others benefit, but only if they got greater benefit.
26
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2019: Current activities and plans
• Recent work: 
– Ready to conduct PHL HITLs 
• Scenarios, TBFM adaptations and procedures have been prepared
• Provides test environment for 2-arrival-runway operations and bank operations
• Prepared to support demonstration or test HITLs for FAA/MITRE field study
– Conducting TBFM simulations to test different buffer settings and 
departure scheduling procedures for preconditioned traffic
• Possible activities through end of 2020:
– Further development of Convective Weather Concept:
• Conduct HITLs to explore program monitoring and revisions, including decision 
criteria and processes for responding to forecast errors or changes in demand
• Compare different CTOP designs for weather scenarios, such as:
– Single CTOP solution that might use ‘canned’ IDM FCAs
– Single CTOP solution using custom or modified IDM FCAs
– Multiple CTOP solution, e.g., separate CTOPs for en route weather and arrival resources
– Develop IDM concept documentation, including:
• Guidelines for coordinating rate setting/capacity allocation between TBFM and TFMS 
• IDM set-up and Initiation heuristics 
• Methods for monitoring execution methods and procedures
– Provide support for preconditioning Field Test
IDM basic scenario #3: Convective Weather Arrival Operations
27
Solution: Open Questions…
• Initiate (one or more?) CTOPs based on best available forecast
to manage weather-impacted airspace and arrival operations.
• Configure TBFM (as appropriate?) for anticipated demand. 
• Monitor (what?) and adjust (when? And how?) to maintain 
effective operations as conditions change
Extended 
metering?
Arrival 
metering
One or more FCAs at 
Airport, and/or…?
Problem #3:
• New York airport (e.g., EWR) expects arrival demand that will exceed its capacity
• Close-in departures may experience unpredictable ground delay
• Forecast weather will affect capacity at airport and/or cornerposts and/or en route airspace
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Conclusions
• Integrating new technologies into operational environment is 
complex, multi-dimensional challenge
• Identifying and addressing user interests, concerns, and 
constraints is critical to success
• Human-in-the-loop prototyping of concepts is a powerful tool 
both for eliciting concerns and engaging the users’ imagination 
about possibilities
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QUESTIONS?
